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 SWAN wave model and 3 multigrids nesting technique
 Resolution: 20~50m
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For significant wave height(Hs) >1m, within 72 hours forecast,
relative error: <27%,
absolute error: Hs<0.5m
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 Prospects
 To set up more shallow water wave forecasting
system along China coasts based on the couple
model
 To develop operational wave data assimilation
system considering both HY-2 satellite altimeter
and buoy data
 Provide more forecast products, such as forecast
with dangerous sea information
http://www.nmefc.gov.cn/hailang/xibeitaipingyang.aspx

 Development of coastal waves forecast based on
the coupled wave and storm surge model
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Forecasting experiment during of 0908 typhoon “Morakot”

It can be concluded that consideration of the interaction of wave and
storm surge will improve the coastal wave height forecasting,
especially at shallow water.

